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The Elden Ring Game is an online RPG created by NEXON. Inspired by classic fantasy novels, the game depicts the fantasy story of Tarnished, a young woman who is free from the Black Tower, and takes on the role of a noble man who is nothing more
than a broken warrior. The combat system will provide players with complex scenarios, and the game offers a multitude of features such as the overworld and dungeons. The fantastic graphic of the game has been licensed from the movie based on the
novel, known as the “Sword Art Online”. When your adventure begins, you will be able to use a variety of weapons. As you progress in the story, you will be able to enhance your character with weapons such as great swords, mighty axes, or other
elements to face new challenges. Once your character has been sufficiently enhanced, you will be able to create your own team to fight together in the Lands Between, or open the communication line with other characters to team up with them. The first
of its kind, the Elden Ring Game is designed to let you experience the world of fantasy that are not possible in any other game. This is an action RPG that wants to grow your appetite for fantasy. About NEXON Co., Ltd. NEXON Co., Ltd. is a Japan-based
developer and publisher, whose roots can be traced back to the early days of the video game industry. Since its founding in 1985, NEXON has been engaged in the development, production, and publication of various entertainment content such as RPGs,
action games, and mobile games. Their first original title, Wizardry: Tale of the Forsaken Land™, was released in Japan on November 22, 1994, and launched in North America by December 15, 1995. Due to the success of the game, NEXON released the
sequel, Wizardry 8 in 2000 in Japan and North America. As of March 31, 2017, NEXON Co., Ltd. ranked 88th in terms of total revenue on the Computer Games Industry Fact Book published by Media Create. In addition, NEXON has obtained two game
development licenses to develop original games for other platforms, and has been recognized for the quality of its development and production of original games. In 2016, NEXON announced the establishment of a subsidiary in China, and in 2017, NEXON
and TGC announced they would become shareholders of Bloober Team. Play

Elden Ring Features Key:
Up to 8 Player Online Play
Players can together physically move the game world via the clients and servers
Positive interaction is possible with other parties, in addition to dialogue that is without full POI
Text can be spoken and read in the entirety of the game
Enmity calculation for group play
Traditional MMO genre class roles without restricted character flexibly adjust as characters level up
Irrelevant of number of characters, abnormal connection status, router's data limit, and other troubles, work is in progress to return dedicated play of the game
Fun and engaging, enjoyable dialogues take you along, hiding the story of the game, and providing a fresh atmosphere
The face exchange for the game can be maintained for free during the sales period
Camera Drama has pleasant and realistic motion controls
Fantasy Action is filled with the pride of shooting a gun and hitting a target
Action RPG return of the Elder Scrolls series

Elden Ring Game mechanisms:

Play style by roles
Play style by roles
Player's individual fighting style is reflected by character combat record
A standard game that combines attack and reaction
Random combat actions against monsters
Enhancement of a unique fight-off techniques
A fun game that creates a new experience by changing the difficulty when growing characters up.
An exchange game that doesn't necessarily follow traditional rules, but creates a new fantasy world.
A party-based game that has meaningful character interaction.

Participate in a wide party and play via party switching to overcome dynamic monsters on the field.
Tied the game to the party, and play at the same time without a single interruption.

Class (combat) specialization:
Increase Tandem of Battle 
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About the game: You've heard the tales of the dying Tarnished Lands that lie near the Black Sea and plagued with violence, cries of monsters, and tortured spirits of the wicked. It's the perfect place to hide from the evils of the world. But there is a
way out. And if you want it, you'll have to earn it. As a member of the undead race, known as the "Elden", you're about to emerge from a swamp-like body that has been buried for the past 2000 years. To do so, you must seek out a grimoire called
the "Book of Elden" that can grant you the power to raise your undead body and explore the Tarnished Lands. However, you cannot choose which body to raise, but you are given the option to raise the body of a being known as "the Thunder Lord"
that has passed away, or one that died a thousand years ago. As a result, neither of you are able to choose your own form. Together, you will have to explore the dangerous lands between a lush, untamed coast and an angry, desertlike wilderness.
With a goal to separate the remaining "Pure" from the undead, the world is divided in two opposing sides. And if you are the victor, you will be judged by the Elden. You'll need to prove your abilities to the Elden and forge a relationship with them to
enter the lands where you'll learn about your new life as an Elden lord. The Book of Elden contains five chapters, each chapter will take you to a different land. Journey to the Black Sea, explore the ruins of old Europe, and find out who the Thunder
Lord really was, as you explore the lush, untamed coast and the Desert Kingdom. The Book of Elden has one of the most captivating worlds and characters in the history of gaming, all wrapped up in the one package. Enjoy the world of Elden Ring and
make it your own. FEATURES - An immersive story that tells the tale of an entire world. - Explore the Lands Between, an entirely different world. - Unique online gameplay that enables you to feel the presence of others. - A variety of locales, such as a
swamp and a desert. - An epic story that will cause you to feel different emotions. - The creative style of a full-blown RPG with bff6bb2d33
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Please check your storage path - Do not exceed the size of the folder about “firefighters-cyber_ps2. CDS” It is recommended to be limited to 60MB. – If your HDD cannot be mounted or mounted, then uninstall it. Please check the number of the
device and RAM capacity as well as the size of the folder in the “firefighters-cyber_ps2. CDS” – If there are some problems, please try as many times as possible to mount. (Delete the memory CF card of the game) Incorrect information? Please check
the contents of the folder – If you found that the information is out of date, please install the latest version of the game from the store. Please note that the contents of the correct information may change due to changes in the release date or
information of the game contents. 1. Character Display - The display time is indicated in the “calendar”. - The time and date after an incorrect character is displayed will be changed. - Please confirm the time and date of characters using the “date
and time”. The character information and conditions will be cleared. The issue may be caused by a problem of the development team Please report to the proper address from the following content. 1. Train - 2. Equipment and status - 3. EVA - 4. Skills
and knowledge - 5. Save and Load - 6. Transfer / Search / Skill reset - 7. Skill acquisition - - Watch out for the content that may be bound to this issue However, we will not ask for compensation based on this situation We will be glad to receive a
report as to whether this issue is resolved We will try to quickly resolve the issue as soon as possible We apologize for the inconvenience caused by the inconvenience and thank you in advance for your understanding

What's new in Elden Ring:

[Advertisement] Characters Hattori Ryunosuke He is called the "Red". In the film "Samurai"there was a middle-aged man with a tattoo on his left shoulder blade. The tattoo on his shoulder blade says: "The alpha of the west".
Attached to the back left of the armor is a katana. Appeared very rarely in films. Since he is an Elden Lord, Ryunosuke has refined his body and mind. By becoming an Elden Lord, he becomes a warrior who cherishes and holds
his sword. In the midst of battle, he will dare to face overwhelming monsters in order to eliminate his opponents. His sole objective is to achieve a strong warlord. Can he achieve the Elden Ring? Room 1 1. Sword The weapon
that he uses is a demon sword. In the story, it appears when Ryunosuke appears before the dragon. Ryunosuke gets strong when he is facing a demon sword and cuts off the dragon's flames. The most important thing is to use
your weapon while standing. Ryunosuke's skill to fight with his weapon as an attack has improved. 2. Rune Necklace It has been said that the destiny of Ryunosuke is connected to one wrist. After turning the wrist at the age of
5, Ryunosuke received the Rune necklace to make it linked to the fate of the Rune. This is the minor demon that has sealed the evil "Fire Sword of Fire", the overwhelming power of the darkness. "Sakuramotona" is the largest
demon that made Ryunosuke the demon sword. Even Ryunosuke himself became incredible. The monster that has awoken the demon sword. The person Ryunosuke is called the "Red". That is the most important role. Sword:
Lance "It’s Ryuu You’re Not!" Ryuu You’re Not, who is the legend of the sword of the West. Ryuu You’re Not, the blue dyed blade The Great Dragon of the West Ryuu You’re Not, evil for a thousand years. Some great deeds of a
hero are there. Treat as the weapons that Ryuu 
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Controls: Keyboard and Mouse Additional Notes: Its been nearly a month since my last post. Not sure if I've been avoiding posting here. But I haven't been totally disinterested as I've been busy with other projects. I've actually
got a new year of golf up my sleeve so I'm all caught up with that right now. Most everything else has been done though. I've been doing some work on the beltpack interface and got that out last week. This is very much a
"look what I've done" post since I
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